
1. Open the hood and remove the eight (8) push fasteners
retaining the factory radiator cover by lifting up on the cen-

    ter of the fastener until they release and remove the cover 
 (save cover and push fasteners for reinstallation).

2. Once the cover is removed, remove the two (2) push pins
retaining the air inlet baffle to the support by lifting up on
the center of the fastener. Lift straight up to remove the
push pins and baffle (save pins for reinstallation).
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IMPORTANT: PLEASE RETAIN THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
2009-11 Nissan Maxima

Mesh & “Q” Grille
Installation
Instructions

L 21 G9R 

Upper Mesh Grille (includes)
Stainless Steel Mesh Insert
Stainless Steel Surround
Mounting Brackets

(26) 8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
(10) Small Black Plastic Washers
(4) Rubber Bumpers
Lower Mesh Grille Insert (includes)
Stainless Steel Mesh Insert
Stainless Steel Surround
Lower Retainer w/Pins
(10) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
(5) Rectangular Mesh Retainers
Hardware Kit (components listed below)
(5) 1.006” x .187” x.062” Plastic Washers
(5) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
Lower Grille Hole Location Template
(18”) .250” x .045” Double Faced Tape

Upper Right Outer
Upper Left Outer

Upper Right Inner
Upper Left Inner

Lower Right Outer
Lower Left Outer

Lower Right Inner
Lower Left Inner

1

1

1

************
1083-0020-09
1083-0038-09
1083-0156-09
1083-0157-09
1083-0158-09
1083-0159-09
1083-0151-09
1083-0152-09
1083-0153-09
1083-0154-09
1999-0065-00
1999-0256-00
1999-0204-00
************
1083-0021-09
1083-0022-09
1083-0042-09
1999-0065-00
1099-0167-05
1083-1902-09
1999-0264-00
1999-0065-00
1083-0039-09
3004-9250-92

Description Part No.Quantity

“Fine” Mesh Grille Part # 1083-0102-09

Upper “Q” Grille (includes)
Stainless Steel “Q” Grille
Mounting Brackets

(16) 8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
(4) Rubber Bumpers
Lower “Q” Grille Insert (includes)
Stainless Steel “Q” Grille
Lower Retainer w/Pins
(5) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
Hardware Kit (components listed below)
(5) 1.006” x .187” x.062” Plastic Washers
(5) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
Lower Grille Hole Location Template
(18”) .250” x .045” Double Faced Tape

Upper Right Outer
Upper Left Outer

Upper Right Inner
Upper Left Inner

Lower Right Outer
Lower Left Outer

Lower Right Inner
Lower Left Inner

1

1

1

************
1083-0184-09Q
1083-0156-09
1083-0157-09
1083-0158-09
1083-0159-09
1083-0151-09
1083-0152-09
1083-0153-09
1083-0154-09
1999-0065-00
1999-0204-00
************
1083-0183-09Q
1083-0042-09
1999-0065-00
1083-1902-09
1999-0264-00
1999-0065-00
1083-0039-09
3004-9250-92

Description Part No.Quantity

“Q” Grille Part # 1083-0185-09Q

Important information before you begin:

This E&G grille installation kit includes grille
hole location template(s) to drill mounting
holes in the vehicle.

Before marking or drilling any holes into the
vehicle, you MUST verify that the template(s)
provided in this kit match the mounting pin
locations on the grille(s).

Upper Mesh Grille (includes)
Stainless Steel Mesh Insert
Stainless Steel Surround
Mounting Brackets

(20) 8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
(4) Small Black Plastic Washers
(4) Rubber Bumpers
Lower Mesh Grille Insert (includes)
Stainless Steel Mesh Insert
Stainless Steel Surround
Lower Retainer w/Pins
(10) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
(5) Rectangular Mesh Retainers
Hardware Kit (components listed below)
(7) 1.006” x .187” x.062” Plastic Washers
(5) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
Lower Grille Hole Location Template
Emblem Mounting Plate
(18”) .250” x .045” Double Faced Tape
(2) #10 Lock S.S. Lock Washers
(2) #8-32 S.S. Hex Nuts

Upper Right Outer
Upper Left Outer

Upper Right Inner
Upper Left Inner

Lower Right Outer
Lower Left Outer

Lower Right Inner
Lower Left Inner

1

1

1

************
1083-0040-09
1083-0034-09
1083-0156-09
1083-0157-09
1083-0158-09
1083-0159-09
1083-0151-09
1083-0152-09
1083-0153-09
1083-0154-09
1999-0065-00
1999-0256-00
1999-0204-00
************
1083-0041-09
1083-0043-09
1083-0042-09
1999-0065-00
1099-0167-05
1083-1903-09
1999-0264-00
1999-0065-00
1083-0039-09
1083-0161-09
3004-9250-92
1999-9555-00
1999-9072-00

Description Part No.Quantity

“Heavy” Mesh Grille Part # 1083-0104-09



7. Align the lower mesh template into place and once properly
aligned (centered and against the edge of the factory lower 
insert), attach it with masking tape to prevent it from shift-
ing.

8. Use an awl or similar pointed tool and mark the centers of 
the holes onto the bumper cover.

9. Once all the holes are marked, untape the template, flip it 
over and tape it to the opposite side of the bumper cover 
and mark the remaining holes.

6. Start at one side and work your way across to remove the
factory grille insert.

5. To remove the stock grille, you must squeeze the centers 
of the upper six (6) retaining clips down and the centers 
of the lower six (6) retaining clips up and pull the grille 
straight out from the bumper cover.

10.  Use a .125” (1/8”) drill bit to drill through the marks 
  made in the previous step. Use the drill bit to connect 
  the holes, making a mounting slot at all five (5) loca-
  tions.
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4. Apply protective masking tape to the bumper cover sur
round the upper and lower factory grilles to protect the 
paint during the following dissassembly / installation pro-
cedures.
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3. For fine mesh and “Q” grilles: To remove the stock grille 
emblem, you must squeeze the retaining clips in and pull 
the grille emblem straight out from the grille.



13.  Begin aligning the lower mounting pins into the holes, 
  starting with the center pin and working your way out 
  to the sides of the grille. The painted bumper cover will 
  be protected by the cardboard from the mounting pins 
  (this is a tight fit). Once all five pins align into the mount-
  ing holes, continue to rotate the top of the grille into the
  bumper opening until the mesh is against the factory 
  lower grille insert (fine mesh shown, heavy mesh similar). 

11.  Tape several layers of thin cardboard together and tape 
  them into the lower bumper opening, centered where 
  the lower mounting pin are located. This is necessary to 
  properly protect the painted lower bumper cover open-
  ing.

12.  Remove the lower push fasteners securing the front pan 
  to the bottom of the bumper cover for lower grille 
  mounting hardware access (not shown).
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14.  Install the supplied black plastic washers onto the upper 
  mounting studs and secure the grille with #8-32 ESNA 
  half nuts. The top right stud access is limited, there is a 
  factory power steering cooler located near the stud. Use 
  an 11/32” deep socket and ratchet and install the hard-
  ware from the upper grille opening (fine mesh shown, 
  heavy mesh similar).

15.  Before installing the upper grille, bend the centers of all 
  four (4) upper mounting brackets up as shown. This will 
  allow the upper mounting brackets to snap into the 
  factory slots in the bumper cover.

16.  Bend the centers of all four (4) lower mounting brackets 
  down as shown. This will allow the lower mounting 
  brackets to snap into the factory slots in the bumper 
  cover.

10.  For light colored vehicles, tape up the 1” forward of the 
  upper grille mounting tab slots, scuff the factory paint 
  and apply semi gloss or flat black paint.
  For all vehicles: Paint everything inside the factory grille 
  opeings that would be visible through the mesh grille 
  with flat or semi-gloss black paint.



18. Once the upper grille is properly aligned and the mount
ing brackets are clipped into the bumper cover mounting
slots, lift up on the grille and carefully remove the mask-

  ing tape by peeling it back over itself to minimize tape 
breakage (fine mesh shown, heavy mesh similar).

19. Once the grille is installed, remove the protective liner.
Thoroughly clean the grille once you are finished the
installation. CAUTION! Be careful while cleaning as the
edges of the stainless steel can be very sharp.

20. For fine mesh and “Q” grilles: Remove the upper and
lower tabs from the factory grille emblem.

21A. For heavy mesh grilles: Remove the factory mounting 
tabs from the emblem center bar.

21. For ALL grilles: Install the supplied double faced tape
onto the back of the factory emblem as shown.

22. For fine mesh and “Q” grilles: Peel back a small portion
of the double faced tape liner, align the emblem into
place and once centered and level, pull off the double
faced tape liner and press the emblem firmly into place
(fine mesh shown).

22A. For heavy mesh grilles: Install the emblem onto the sup-
  plied emblem mounting plate and align the emblem 
 assembly onto the center of the mesh grille and install 
 the large black plastic washers, S.S. lock washers and 
 S.S. 8-32 hex nuts to secure. NOTE: If the emblem will 
 not center, you will have to remove any mesh wire 
 interfering with the stud locations.

23. Finished installation (fine mesh shown).
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17. Carefully align the upper grille into place, making sure all
four (4) lower mounting tabs fit into the lower slots in
the bumper cover. Press firmly at all lower tab locations
until the tabs snap into the slots. You might have to
reach in ald lift up on the tabs bent in the previous step
to get them to snap into place.

IMPORTANT: If the grille is too high, it may hit the top edge 
of the bumper cover. If you need to move the grille
down, remove the grille and bend the mounting brack-

  ets up until the grille is centered in the opening. 

Fine mesh shown, heavy mesh similar.

21A
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On our website you’ll find a wide variety of high-quality car & truck custom grilles from E&G Classics.

https://www.carid.com/eg-classics/
https://www.carid.com/custom-grilles.html

